Tennessee Aquarium
Group Behavior Contract
Sleep in the Deep
The Tennessee Aquarium invites you to explore, discover and enjoy the natural
world. To make your visit both rewarding and enjoyable, we request that you
review the following contract with all participants in your group prior to the
overnight.
You must bring this signed contract with you for admission to Sleep in the Deep.

The participants of _____________________________, represented by________________________,
(name of group)
(group leader)
Who can be reached at _______________________ agree to the following:
(contact phone numbers)
We will stay with our adult chaperones the entire time we are visiting the Tennessee Aquarium and
IMAX Theater, including both inside and outside on the plaza.
We understand that other people may be visiting the Tennessee Aquarium and IMAX Theater while
our group is there. We will be polite and respectful of other visitors.
We will walk, not run, through the galleries at all times while visiting the Tennessee Aquarium.
We will listen to and comply with the Intructor’s safety instructions while touring those parts of the
building not normally open to the public.
We understand that the Tennessee Aquarium is home to many animals. We will not tap on the exhibit
windows, put our hands or other objects in the water, or feed anything to the animals.
At Discovery Carts, Interactive Stations and during Education Programs we will follow the Tennessee
Aquarium staff instructions regarding the handling of biofacts and the gentle touching of live animals.
We will obey the “lights out” policy as explained by the Overnight Instructor.
We will not eat, drink, chew gum or smoke while visiting the animals’ home at the Tennessee
Aquarium. All of the Aquarium’s facilities are smoke-free.
No outside food or drink is allowed in the building (see confirmation letter regarding food allergies).
Meals and snack will be served in designated areas only.
If we have questions, we will ask the Aquarium staff for information.
Group Leader:
I have read the Behavior Contract to my group and accept responsibility for their behavior during our
visit to the Tennessee Aquarium. I understand that my group may be asked to leave without a refund if
they violate this contract.
Number of Children _______

Number of Adults ________ Total number in attendance ________

Signature______________________________

Date___________

Client Number ?

